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 Creation of the large museum and tourist complex which is able to: 

Project goals and objectives: 

 become the historical and cultural brand of Ugra;  
 become part of intraregional auto tourist cluster; (Sverdlovsk region - 

KhMAD - YNAO - Tomsk region - Tyumen region);  
 increase tourist attractiveness of the city of Ugorks;  
 influence the change of structure of the tourist flows from the European 

part of Russia to the North West Siberia;  
 provide the preservation of historical and cultural heritage of Ugra. 

 Creation of the competitive regional tourist product: 

ANTICIPATED RESULTS 

 Reconstruction of old and creation of new facilities of museum exhibition;  
 Expanding the exposition space (archeological and ethnographic and 

historical and industrial expositions).  
 Inclusion of the museum and tourist complex into the program of 

formation of the singe tourist product of Ugra.  
 Creation of road infrastructure (auto parking, hotels, public catering 

facilities) needed not only on municipal/regional (western part of AD) level, 
but also for the transit tourists, travelling through the autonomous district 
to Yamal, to Tyumen region, etc. 

 Creation of conditions for attracting tourists at the expense of creation of 
year-round exhibition facilities, intensification of cultural and leisure 
activities and the systematic development of infrastructure.  

 Promotion of the created product of the autonomous district onto the 
home and foreign markets. 

 Creation of small and medium business enterprises and attraction of 
investments: 

  Organization of small business enterprises comprising the tourist 
infrastructure.  

 Attraction of additional investments to the sphere of culture and tourism. 
 

 

 

 

 



  

GATE TO UGRA 
STARTING POSITION 

 
The museum complex "Gate to Ugra" is suppose to be 
deployed on the basis of the open-air museum "Suevat 
paul" MBI "Museum of History and Ethnography of 
Municipal Structure The Municipal district of the city of 
Ugorsk of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Region - Ugra". 
 
The territory of 107.6 hectare. The forest land plot, where 
the Museum is located, is part of the lands of the forest 
fund of the Russian Federation.   
 
 
Based on the order of the Department of natural 
resources and non-oil sector of the economy of Khanty-
Mansiysk Autonomous Region - Ugra dated of January 
23, 2013, No 28-3 the plot was transferred to the MBI 
"Museum of History and Ethnography" for the permanent 
(unlimited) use to perform scientific and research 
activities. 
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GATE TO UGRA 
TRANSPORT ACCESSIBILITY 
 

Museum and touristic complex "Gate to Ugra" is 

located in prospective area of development of the 

transportation complex of West Siberia and has 

access to the highways of federal and regional 

importance.  

The main transportation corridors:  
 The motorway "Perm - Serov - Khanty-

Mansiysk - Surgut - Nizhnevartovsk - Tomsk".  
 The Railway communication "Yekaterinburg - 

Priobye". 
 
Geographical and transportation location of the 
museum and tourist complex allows considering it as 
the starting point of the museum and tourist 
presentation of the district, which fully embodies the 
idea of "GATE TO UGRA". 
 
The travelers going to the north of Khanty-Mansi 
autonomous district, to the area of Polar Urals, to 
Yamal necessarily go through the city of Ugorsk. 
Visiting the museum and tourist district of "Gate to 
Ugra" they will have a chance to obtain the 
information on the tourist facilities on their further 
route. 
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GATE TO UGRA 
TRANSPORT ACCESSIBILITY 
 

The open-air museum "Suevat paul" is a settlement of the 
indigenous population of the region (Severouralsk Mansi) 
which is accurately recreated from the historical point of 
view.  

More than two dozens of archeological sites including the 
ones belonging to the Mesolithic era have been 
discovered in the basin of the Ess river.  

The territory of the museum is of historical interest as a 
place of location of one of the first populated localities of 
the region - the settlement of geologists in early 1960-s. 

The attractiveness of the museum is due not only to the 
historically accurate exposition, but also to the need of the 
city in the open-air informative and recreational center. 

The territory of the museum complex is part of the natural 
landscape with the total area of 107.6 hectares which 
gives the possibility to create the bigger complex with 
different facilities. 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Ugra is a country of discoveries and bright innovations, as 
well as ancient and old traditions which in their time were 
the epochal innovations.  

The Spirit of discoveries and brave solutions is the spirit of 
new Ugra.  

The composition of the museum and tourist complex 
"Gate to Ugra" by the city of Ugorsk, the first city of 
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Ugra when 
entering from the west (Urals), expresses the idea of 
discoveries which has become the meaning and brand of 
Ugra.  .  

 

GATE TO UGRA 
THE KEY IDEA 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GATE TO UGRA 
CONCEPTUAL AND ARTISTIC DESIGN 

 
 
The museum and tourist complex "Gate to Ugra" includes 
two facilities:  

 the road "symbolic" composition "Ugra: the way of 
discoveries",  

 the own museum and tourist  complex consisting of 
a line of exposition and recreational sites.  

Two facilities are interconnected spatially, thematically 
and stylistically.  

The first one means the theme of "gate" and "discoveries" 
in the entrance group (when entering Ugra along the 
motorway).  

The second facility represents the exposition and 
recreation space going aside from the road where a visitor 
gets acquainted with Ugra, receives their impressions 
from the museum expositions, can have some food of 
Ugra, fill in the fuel of Ugra, takes part in cultural activities 
and rituals of Ugra.  

 .  
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GATE TO UGRA 
ROADSIDE COMPOSITION “UGRA: THE WAY OF DISCOVERIS 

 
 
Three main milestones in the history of Ugra are 
connected with the ways through the Urals and the 
impressive discoveries:  

"The Ice Path" is the discovery of the country in 
Paleolithic age when the first people, the hunters for 
mammoths and bison, the far ancestors of 
indigenous peoples of Ugra, descended from the 
hills of the Urals into the Ob River Valley which was 
getting free for the ice waters.   

"The River Way" is the discovery of the fur wealth of 
Siberia in the era of Great geographic discoveries, 
when the rowboats and skimmers of Novgorod 
merchants and the Moscow commanders, 
manufacturers and Cossacks were moving by 
dragging or sailing along the river through Kamen. 

"The Industrial highway" is the discovery of the 
subsurface resources of Ugra, as well as the forest 
and other industrial resources in the Soviet time, 
when the industrial development was accompanied 
by the construction of railways and motorways, 
pipelines and cities.  .  

 .  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GATE TO UGRA 
DESIGN - SOLUTION 

 
 
Visualization of the "gate" is achieved with the help of 
the structural composition with triad of scenes "The 
Ice Path", "The River Way" and "The Industrial 
Highway". The composition is united by the plastics of 
movement creating the impression of a springboard, 
speed acceleration and scale.  

The design of the composition give freedom for 
different interpretations: allegoric image of "historical 
antiquity" can be expressed in the form of the 
mammoth tusk, of the "Russian development" - or 
river or the leveling sail, of the "industrial era" - by the 
torch pipe.  

The plane of the composition can contain the relief 
images - the history of Ugra in pictures in the likeness 
of the triumphal columns.  

The trinity of the path of movement to Ugra - "The Ice 
Path", "The River Way", and "The Industrial highway" - 
can be interpreted as the fire flame, three-piece 
menhir, triumphal column (gate).  

 .  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
  

GATE TO UGRA 
THE PLAN OF MUSEUM AND TOURIST COMPLEX 

 
 
The design assumes the maximum use the area 
potential:  

nature and landscape - involves landscape of the 
river Ess, local flora and fauna;  

archeological - represents the archeological heritage 
of the basin of the Ess river, Kondinskaya lowland 
and Ugra;  

ethnographic - is based on the ethnic variety of the 
region, is deployed on the basis of the "Suevat Paul" 
museum exposition;  

historical and educational - tells about the Russian 
discovery and development of Ugra and Siberia. 
Assumes the restoration of the historical environment 
of the first labor landing forces era in Ugra;  

technological - represents the machines and tells 
about the technological innovations;  

recreation and leisure - the tourist and recreation 
cluster with wide range of services.  

 

 .  
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GATE TO UGRA 

STRUCTURE. ZONING 

1. Ugra: way of discovery  

1.1. Composition is the «Ugra: way of discoveries»  

1.2. Entry group of museum tourist complex  

2. Outdoor theater  

2.1. Central square. Stage platform  

2.2. Administration of museum and tourist complex  

2.3. Area of souvenir trade  

2.4. «Ugraland»  

З. Thematic exhibitions  

3.1. Glacier track  

3.2. River route  

3.2.1. By stone paths  

3.22. Ethnic village (etnomir of Ugorsk)  

3.3. Industrial road  

3.3.1. First landing  

3.3.2. Technologies  

4. Tourist and recreational complex  



4.1. Taiga park  

4.2. Sports and entertainment center  

4.3. Areas of individual leisure  

4.4. Hotel complex  

4.5. Parking lot 
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GATE TO UGRA 

THE BRAND OF THE TERRITORY. THE ENTRY GROUP 
Ugra: way of discovery  

(1) The sculptural composition is the «Ugra: way of discovery» with the trinity of stages "Glacier track", "River route" and "Industrial road". 

Plastic art of movement creating sensation of a springboard, augmentation of speed, and scale brings together the composition. 

(2) An entry group  

The entry sign with use of symbols of the Khanty-Mansi Area – Ugra, Ugorsk city, and the Museum and tourist complex (sign/logo). A plan of the exhibition and museum 

and tourist complex recreation leisure areas. 
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GATE TO UGRA 

CONCERT AND LEISURE AREA 
The central square is a place of nteractive outdoor event (festivals, holidays, concerts, festivals, competitions) and the location of administrative services: 

(1) Stage platform with covered places for spectators and all-season auxiliary rooms (premises for maintenance stage service,  

(2) An administration building (premises for employees of a museum, hall for expectation of excursion classes, hall for holding of workshops, hall with a circular virtual 

exposition – panorama). An information area and cash offices. 

(3) Hall of souvenir trading 

(4) Entertainment complex of Ugraland. 
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GATE TO UGRA 

THEMATIC EXHIBITIONS 
Glacier track 

It is represented in ancient history of Ugra (Stone Middle Age – the early Iron Age). It bases on archaeological materials of the Konda valley. 

Ancient hunters of Konda. Reconstruction of a mesolithic semi-dugout (settlement Geological III, river Ess). 

The reconstruction exhibitions are being complemented with areas for study of ancient technologies (treatment of stone and metalwork, production of clay products, 

joineries, and birch bark products, weapon, and its use, a delicacy etc.). 
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GATE TO UGRA 

THEMATIC EXHIBITIONS 
River route 

By stone paths 

An exposition tells about ancient and modern roads over the Ural, the Russian colonization with use of chronicle and history plots (principalities Kondinskoye and 

Pelymskoye, Ust-Vymskii peace of 1484, Yermak's trip). 

(1) «Stone way» route map with installation of "Portage". 

(2) Medieval city. Reconstruction of medieval archaeological objects: The fortress of the IX—XII centuries with fortifications (a system of moats and embankments, 

fortress walls, and bastions, the prince's house, and houses of warriors) and unfortified settlements. Installation of "Shert". 
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GATE TO UGRA 

THEMATIC EXHIBITIONS 
River route (continuation) Ethnic West village (etnomir of Ugorsk) Western and partly Northern part of the center (the Mansi, Khanti), samodiisko-zyryanskaya – (Nenets, 

the Komi – zyryanins), the Russian, and Tatar expositions under the common name "The ethnic village" included: 

(1) Complex of ethnic buildings representing mini-exhibitions in the open air (domestic and holy constructions, playgrounds, permanent interior exhibitions). Hotel 

rooms in residential Ethnic village facilities. 

(2) Interactive area "Craftsman court". It presupposes equipment of the workshops of artists and masters of applied arts, premises, and grounds for an interactive class 

where holding of workshops on applied arts, training to production and handling of instruments of labor are in the possibility. (3) Interactive area of "Etnokarusel". It 

involves inclusion of areas for an interactive classes where there is possibility of holding workshops on study of the folk dancing, song folklore, and games. 
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GATE TO UGRA 

THEMATIC EXHIBITIONS 
Industrial highway South-East (coastal) and the North part of downcity and quarry Thematic exposition reflects the history and technology of industrial development of 

Ugra (1960-2000). It starts with the field from which four interconnected exhibition lines are abandoning:  

First landing  

(1) Geological exploration: A story of geological search. A Verkhnekondinskaya geological exploration batch. A village of the Geologists.  

(2) Logging. 175 km are the village Komsomolskiy.  

(3) Railway: The 175th kilometer is station Ves – station Geologicheskaya.  

(4) Gas transportation. The village Komsomolskiy - city Ugorsk. 

Each exhibition line includes reconstruction of settlements and buildings (fragment), an exhibition of technology and transport with interactive elements. The exhibition 

lines are mutually intersecting and being complemented. Hotel rooms in a residential area exposition (dugout, beams, "barrel") for tourists. 

Technologies  

Each exhibition line end with an interactive ground of up-to-date technologies:  

(1) Geological exploration works for oil and gas.  

(2) The process and the main methods of logging.  

(3) On a path: The train is 337E "Yekaterinburg - Priobye".  

(4) Technologies of gas and oil transportation. 
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GATE TO UGRA 

TOURIST RECREATIONAL COMPLEX 
To maintain the Museum's main activities and providing year-round influx of visitors and tourists it is necessary to create a tourist-recreational complex with a wide 

range of services. Besides exhibition areas, cognition-leisure routes are allocated in the territory of museum tourist complex, equipment of areas of passive and active 

mass and individual leisure (forest tracks for walks, areas for a sport class, relaxation terraces with view of the river, space for an interactive creative class) is assumed. It 

is planned to develop the sports entertainment direction. 

A taiga park (safari in Ugorsk)  

(1) Enclosures with animals.  

(2) Circular aquarium with the biological resources of the Ob-Irtysh basin.  

(3) Ecological tracks. Commercial routes.  

(4) Forest Park—the territory of the festival "Ugra muzion" (wooden sculpture). 
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GATE TO UGRA 

TOURIST RECREATIONAL COMPLEX 
Sports and entertainment center  

Facilities of a near circle  

Open and light sheds playgrounds for sports and outdoor games (treadmills, gorodki, lapta (Russian ball game), volleyball, etc.). 

All-season trails for hiking, biking and skiing. 

Water route (floating on boats and rafts along the river). Quay. 

Paintball field. 

Rent station of all-season tourism equipment. 

Facilities of a far circle  

Equipped places for summery and wintry fishing.  

Routes for riding on snowmobiles, quad bikes, and dog teams with corresponding infrastructure (indoor garages, covered enclosures for animals, a changing room, 

premises for instructors).  

Horse route. A racecourse for riding skill training with infrastructure (stables, changing rooms, trainers, premises for instructors). 

Ugorsk therms. Mineral baths with appropriate infrastructure. 
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GATE TO UGRA 

TOURIST RECREATIONAL COMPLEX 
Areas of individual leisure Arrangement of quay of river Ess. 

Walk won and recreation areas including tracks with summer houses, a bridge over the river, small architectural shapes, and decorative subject spatial compositions 

(park of wooden sculpture). 

Recreational trips during «weekends» and organization of family parties and a corporation's celebrations. Awnings, bungalows, and individual residential premises (5-7 

houses) with separate approach along a coastline with descents to freedom. 

Hotel complex  

A small hotel (30 beds of various categories) with hotel infrastructure (sauna, billiard  room), administrative and auxiliary rooms (laundry), a hall for holding of 

exhibitions, conferences, festivals, forums, and creative meetings. 

Restaurant (30 seats) and a summer café with national cuisine. Transit car tourists can use the services of a hotel complex besides immediate guests of complex. 

Parking lot (the right side) 

Stop for tourist buses and cars (100-150 places), 

Stop for tracks (100 seats), 

A stop for electric vehicles (rent for delivery to facilities). 
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GATE TO UGRA 

PERSPECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 
Attractiveness for business  

Presence of more than 100 hectares of municipal lands for a contraction and of museum and tourist complex. 

Demand for the services of hotel service and the development of the infrastructure to put into operation the highway.  

Transport accessibility of a territory. 

Favorable conditions for development of tourism and a roadside service in the Khanty-Mansi area – Ugra. 

Development of the project  

The project presupposes the coalescence of administrative and financial resources at municipal and district level, attraction of private entrepreneurs interested in 

development of internal tourism (medium and small business), skilled support of scientists and creative intellectuals. 

Progress and the results of implementation of a project should be covered in the press, on the regional channels of television and radio, in the internet.  

Funding for the project should be phased, including by attracting sponsorship funds and grants. 
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GATE TO UGRA 

PERSPECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 
In the initial stage of project implementation a number of scientific-organizational and financial-economic events is necessary:  

Discussion and approval of a concept of complex "Gate to Ugra". Formation of a collection recruiting program for exhibitions of museum and tourist complex. 

Publication of a concept for fixing of the brand "Gate to Ugra" and structures of  museum and tourist complex. 

Development of a firm style of  museum and tourist complex "Gate to Ugra". Promotion of image in printed and electronic media, achievement of visual recognition of 

the brand.  

Announcement of a contest for a design of a monument "Ugra: way of discovery".  

Formation of a program developed in detail for implementation of a project.  

Formation of a money fund (budgetary financing, grants, sponsors' aid). 

Coordination and registration of plots of land. 

Development of detailed specifications for the design of infrastructure of museum and tourist complex. Creation of grounds for engineering. 

Development of sketchy architectural designs of the museum and tourist complex facilities. 

Recruiting of collections. Creation of exhibitions. 

Preparation of operational designs. Layout of project-estimate documentation.  

Stage-by-stage construction of concert and leisure facilities, administration household complex, sport and entertainment complex. 
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THANKS FOR ATTENTION 

GATE TO UGRA 
Museum and tourist complex 

An idea and a conceptual decision: 

Andrey Golovnyov, the corresponding member, the doctor of historical sciences, Professor Elena Perevalova, exhibition designer, the doctor of historical sciences 

A designer group: 

Nikolay Garin, the doctor of art history, Professor Denis Kukanov, major of architecture, Lecturer Alexandra Rogova, the master of a design 

A project coordinator: 

Olga Malozyomova, the director of the Museum of history and ethnography (Ugorsk city) 

The ethnographic Bureau Yekaterinburg; Ugorsk 2014 

 

 

 

 

 


